I. INTRODUCTION
The influence of the traditional culture, has been accompanied by the growth of the progressive design. It gives us design data at the same time can inspire us to create more inspiration. How the modern plan design combined with regional, national character and cultural traditions, to establish a multivariate culture pattern, has become an important task to graphic design workers needs to seriously face.
II. CHINA'S DEVELOPMENT AND PRESENT SITUATION OF GRAPHIC DESIGN
In our country, the plant design has a long history.
"Spear and shield" oral advertising when the warring states period, "claims the melon, puff" folk proverbs, accompanied by two song period "flyers" as a result of the printing and engraving, etc., can be regarded as the prototype of the plane design, is China's long history of advertising. However, truly become a professional graphic design activities and cause the attention of people is beginning from the capitalist society. In this sense, plane design art in our country is introduced. Western design developed over hundreds of years, in China, the design of real time is shorter than thirty years. So, full of western influence in the design of Chinese contemporary visual language, after "international design style" trend, create a diversified design trends, has become a new generation of designers facing the issue. Many designers in China tends to rely too much on the use of computer software for drawing, the spread of visual symbols "internationalization" and "national culture" visual language "the aphasia" phenomenon is very prominent, national characteristics, design lost when lost national personality design, design is actually towards declining path. The real "designed in China" should be trying to find a is rooted in our nation's unoriginality and meaningful to the whole contemporary design language.
A good graphic design is meant to be looking for something that can identify, analyze, and interpret our traditional art in the penetration of our national wisdom, artistic conception, the spirit of "Chinese characteristics".
III. THE MEANING AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CHINESE TRADITIONAL CULTURE

A. The meaning of Chinese traditional culture
The traditional Chinese culture is created in the process of the survival and development of the Chinese nation. The human value and meaning, ideology and culture handed down from generation to generation.
B. The characteristics of Chinese traditional culture Nationality
We are more than two thousand years on the basis of an agricultural economy, with the patriarchal family as the background, the traditional culture of Confucian ethics as the core to now still influential in our lives.
Women want to know "wifely submission and virtue", to "xiangfujiaozi," a man to "cultivate one's morality of International Conference on Mechatronics, Electronic, Industrial and Control Engineering (MEIC 2015) 
B. Charm of inheritance
The inheritance of the traditional culture, the deeper is the charm and connotation of inheritance. China has five thousand years of cultures, has a unique aesthetic philosophy and aesthetic temperament and interest, the Taoist "nature and humanity", the nature of the two.
Confucian "and" and so on. These cultures with specific things through visual expression comes out, such as the traditional Chinese painting, calligraphy, the I child, zen, five lines of gossip, and so on. Folk paper-cutting, clay sculpture, Woodcut New Year pictures, etc. In these specific forms of culture are passing on China to "harmony", "simple" and "exquisite charm" of cultural essence. In spirit inheritance, the designer does not directly reference symbols, but the expression of traditional culture, connotation and aesthetic way after comprehensive, to form a unique design methods, to achieve "spiritual likeness" and the traditional one.
As the Olympic bid logo preceding year ( 
